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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper R denotes a local noetherian ring with maximal 
ideal ‘$I and residue field K. For a finitely generated R-module M we let 
P,(M) be the power series 
P,(M) = g dim, TorBR(K, M) Zp. 
p=0 
The PoincarC series of R is the power series PR = P,(K). 
The conjecture due to Kaplansky and Serre that PR be a rational function 
is still far from being solved, although the rationality of PR has been estab- 
lished for several classes of rings: For complete intersections by Zariski and 
Tate [7], for rings of the form R = k[X, ,..., X,]/(X, ,..., X,)’ by Golod [2], 
for rings of imbedding dimension equal to 2 by Scheja [Sj, for rings with 
“two relations” by Shamash [6], and lately for Gorenstein rings of imbedding 
dimension 3 by Wiebe [8]. 
The main results in this paper are the following: 
(i) If R is a local complete intersection with socle 0 : W, and we put 
R = R/O : 1111, then PR is a rational function. 
(ii) If R(M) is the extension of R by a finitely generated R-module M 
(see below for the definition of R(M)), then 
P&,) = PR ’ (1 - ZP,(M))-l. 
Let QR be the power series 
i. dim, Ext,P(K, R) Z”. 
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We find a relationship between the rationality problems of P, and QR for 
rings R of dimension zero. Cf. Wiebe [8]. 
The method of proof is based on the use of Massey operations on differential 
graded algebras, a technique exploited by Golod [2] and Shamash [6] in 
computing PR for certain rings R. 
Notations and definitions 
The term “R-algebra” will be used in the sense of Tate [7]. By an augmented 
R-algebra F we will mean an R-algebra F with a surjective augmentation 
map F 4 R/%JL l?(F) will denote the kernel of the induced map H(F) + R/YJL 
deg x will denote the degree of a homogeneous element X. 
Let M be a finitely generated R-module. We shall let R(M) denote the 
algebra over R whose underlying R-module is the direct sum R @ M and 
whose ring structure is given by (Y, m)( r’, m’) = (4, rm’ + r’m). Note that R 
is a local noetherian ring; it will be referred to as the extension of R by M. 
1. MASSEY OPERATIONS ON R-ALGEBRAS 
DEFINITION. Let F be an augmented R-algebra and let n be a positive 
integer. Let I be a set consisting of n successive integers and consider an 
indexed set 
M = h.ih 
i<j 
of homogeneous elements (of nonnegative degree) in the augmentation ideal 
of F. We will call M an n-ary trivialized Massey operation on F provided that 
hi,, = C (-lP'1 Y~,IJL+~,~ for i < j, 
k=i 
dy,,j = 0 for i=j, 
where [i, k] = & (1 + deg yt,J. 
Observe that if {yi,j}i,<i<j<j, is a (j,, - i,, + I)-ary trivialized Massey 
operation and if i < i < j < j O\l\l\O~ then {yi,j}i,~i~jcj, is a (iI - i1 + 1)-ary 
trivialized Massey operation. 
We will say that F has a trivial Massey operation y if there exists a set S of 
homogeneous cycles in F, representing a minimal set of generators for Z?(F), 
and y is a function with values in F, defined on the set of finite sequences of 
elements in S (with repetitions), such that 
(i) y(x) = z for all z E S and 
(ii) for any sequence zr ,..., Z, , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ is a trivialized Massey 
operation, yi,j being defined by yi,$ = y(zi ,..., xj). 
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S will be called the set of cycles belonging to y. 
The following proposition is a slight generalization of a result essentially 
due to Golod [2]. See also Shamash [6]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let F be an augmented R-algebra with a trivial Massey 
operation y. Assume that F is R-free as a module, and let N be a graded R-module 
whose homogeneous components N, are free R-modules of rank equal to 
dim BD-,(F) OR k, for all p. 
Let T be the tensor algebra generated over R by N. Then the diSferentia1 on F 
may be extended to a dsflerential on the graded R-module X = F OR T, 
turning X into an R-free resolution of Rj!JJI. 
Moreover, zf dF C 9JIF and Im y C i131F, then X is a minimal resolution of 
R/W. 
Proof. Let S be the set of cycles belonging to y. Choose a homogeneous 
basis U for N and a bijective map U + S of degree - 1. The image of an 
element ui E U will be denoted by zi . 
Every element of X is uniquely expressible as a sum of tensors 
f 0% 0 ..’ O%, where n 3 0, f denotes a homogeneous element of F, 
and ui E Ufor 1 < i < n, (for n = 0 the symbol combinationf @ u1 @ ... @ u, 
shall denote the elementf @ 1). Now define the differential on these selected 
generators inductively by 
4f 0 1) = @ifI 0 1 
and for n 3 1 
4f OulO ... 04 
= d(f 0 u1 @ 1.1 @ u,J @ u, + (--l)“egf f . y(zl ,..., z,J. 
(1) 
d can now be extended uniquely to all of X by linearity. Using induction on n 
one easily verifies the following formula: 
4fOu,O...Od 
= (df) @ u1 @ -.- @ u, (2) 
+ 5 [(-l)““gff * Y(.% ,**.> 4 0 %+10 *-* @ u,]. 
t=1 
It follows from the definition of y that 
la-1 
Mz, ,.--, %a) = 1 (-l)[‘-“1 Y(Zl ,*.., Xk) Y(zk+l ,***, %z), (3) 
k=l 
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where [I, Fz] = &, (1 + deg zt). Using (2) and (3) it is a matter of straight- 
forward computation to show that d2 = 0. We omit the details. 
We furnish X with the augmentation map X --) k induced by the augmen- 
tation map F---f k. We shall indicate a proof of the fact that X is acyclic. 
Let x be a homogeneous cycle in the augmentation ideal of X. There exist 
unique homogeneous elements fu,, . . . ,u, E F such that 
(4) 
where f,, l,....un = 0 for all but a finite number of indices. The integer 
supin Ifu,,...,u, # 0} will be called the weight of x and will be denoted by 
44 
For w(x) = 0 we obviously have x E B(X). Now assume that W(X) = 
w > 1. Let the elements fu,,...,u, in (4) which are coefficients of terms of 
weight equal to w be denoted simply byfi ,..., fk . In differentiating (4), using 
the formula (2), and looking at the terms of weight w and w - 1, one can see 
that fi f are cycles in the augmentation ideal of F. Here one has to use ,..*, k 
the fact that the “selected” cycles z are linearly independent modulo B(F). 
Hence to each f E {fi ,..., fk} there exist elements ri ,..., Y, in R and cycles 
21 ,..., z, in S and an element g in F such that 
f = dg + E riZi . 
i=l 
(5) 
Let f @ u1 @ ... @ u, be one of the terms in (4) of weight equal to w. 
Using (5) we obtain 
d g@u,@.e.@u,+ 1 @ 
=f@u,@***@uw+(termsofweight<w). 
It follows that there exist elements y and x’ in X such that 
x = dy + x’, 
where w(x’) < W(X) - 1. By induction on w(x) it now follows that x E B(X). 
The last statement in the proposition is trivial in view of (2). 1 
The following lemma is easily verified and we omit the proof. 
LEMMA. Let X be an R-algebra. Let n > 2 and let {yi,JlsiGjGn be a 
trivialized n-ary Massey operation on X. Suppose that there exists a y E X such 
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that dy = yl,l . Put & = yl,j + (-l)d’=yl.l .y~a,~ and Y;,~ = yi,ifor i > 2. 
m?n {Y;,j~B<i<Kn is a trivialized (n - 1)-ary Massey operation on X. m 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A’ be a minimal R-algebra resolution of R/!M and let F 
be a sub-R-algebra of X such that F, as an R-module, is a direct summand of X. 
Let {Yi,i)l<i<i<n be a trivialized nary IMassey operation on F with yiSi E 9IIF 
for all i. Then yi, j E SYJIF for all i < j. 
Proof. Since {yiJIGiGjGn is also a trivialized Massey operation on X 
and moreover YIJIX n F = (YIIF, it is no loss of generality assuming that F = X. 
We will prove the proposition by induction on n. For n = 1 it is trivial. 
Let t 3 2. Assume that it has been proved for n < t. Now let n = t. By 
the induction hypothesis and the observation made in the definition of 
Massey operations it suffices to show that ylllz E 9JIX. 
Since X is acyclic and yr,r is a cycle in mX there exists a y E X such that 
dy = ~r,~. Using the lemma we can construct an (n - 1)-ary Massey 
operation {y~.JaGiGjGn on X such that 
Y1,n = Y2,n ’ - (-l)des%l yya,, 
and such that yi,a is a cycle of positive degree. The minimality of the resolution 
X gives ya,a E 9JIX. Moreover, we have Y:,~ = yi,$ E %JIX for n > i > 2. 
Hence the induction hypothesis gives yk,, E %JIX and ~a,~ E ‘33X. Hence 
Yl,TLE~X. I 
2. THE POINCARB SERIES OF LOCAL COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS 
REDUCED MODULO THE SOCLE 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a local complete intersection with maximal ideal ‘9JZ. 
Let n = dim 9JI/‘W and put R = R/O : 9JI. Then R is either a local complete 
intersection, or else the Poincare’ series of R is given by 
PR = ((1 - 2)” - q-1. 
Proof. Since complete intersections are Cohen-Macaulay rings we will 
have 0 : ‘92 # 0 if and only if dim R = 0. Hence, we may assume, without 
loss of generality, that dim R = 0. By the Cohen structure theory there 
exists a regular local ring 8, +$I and a surjective ring homomorphism 
y : R + R such that ker v is generated by a maximal R-sequence or ,..., v, 
contained in fi2. Let t, ,... , t, be a minimal set of generators for $I. Then 
there exist elements rij in !$I such that 
Vi = i rijtj , 
j-1 
i = I,..., n. 
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Let u” be the determinant of the matrix (rij) and observe that 1 E !@. Put 
?I = v(c). Proposition 1 in [4] shows that 0 # u E 0 : 1)31. On the other hand 
0 : !lX is a simple submodule of R since R is a zero-dimensional Gorenstein 
ring; cf. [l]. Hence u generates 0 : 5B. Thus, letting 02 = (~1~ ,..., o, , 6), 
we can conclude that R m R/02. 
Let F be the minimal R-algebra resolution of RjrrJr obtained from the 
R-algebra R by the adjunction of n variables of degree 1 and n variables of 
degree 2. Cf. Tate [7]. Let P be the R-algebra F/uF. 
If a can be generated by n elements, then these elements form an R- 
sequence, in which case R is a complete intersection. Let us assume that this 
is not the case, i.e., a is minimally generated by {vu1 ,..., V, , c} and n 3 2. 
In this case we have 02 C ‘$12 and F can be extended to a minimal. R-algebra 
resolution of ii/%5 by adjoining one variable of degree 2 (corresponding to 
the new relation u) and variables of degree 3 3. Cf. [3]. The existence of 
such an extension enables us to apply Proposition 2 later. 
We will now show that F has a trivial Massey operation. First choose a 
set S of cycles representing a basis for A(F). Let # : F -+ P be the canonical 
map. To each cycle z in S, select an element 2 in @l(z). We obviously have 
dZ E uF. (1) 
We shall define inductively a function r assigning to each finite sequence of 
“selected” elements Z, ,..., Z, in @r(S) an element r(Z, ,..., Zm) in F 
satisfying 
(i) r(Z) = Z, 
m-1 
(ii) dT(Z, ,..., Z,) = c (-l)[‘~“l r(z, )...) Z,) r(zk+r ,...) Z,), 
k=l 
where [l,k] = 5 (1 + degZ,). 
t=1 
Let #(r(Z, ,..., Z,)) be denoted by y(zi ,..., zm). Observe that if r(Z, ,..., Z,) 
has been defined, then y(zr , . . . . z,) is one of the components of a trivialized 
n-ary Massey operation, since # is an R-algebra homomorphism. It follows 
from Proposition 2 that y(zr ,..., z,) E m; hence 
q-q ,*-*> Z,) E mF. (2) 
Let m > 2 and suppose that r has been defined on sequences of length 
< m. Now let Z, ,..., Z, be an arbitrary sequence of length m. 
m-1 
Put Y = c (-l)[‘~“l T(Zr ,...I Z,) T(Zk,, ,***9 Z,). 
k=l 
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Using the induction hypothesis and relations of type (i) and (ii) one easily 
shows that 
dY = (-l)[‘Jl d(Z,) r(Z, ,..., Z,) - r(Z, ,..., Z,-,) d(Z,,). 
It follows from (1) and (2) that 
dY E (uF)(!lJlF) = 0. 
F is acyclic. We choose an element in d-l(Y) and denote it by r(Z, ,..., Z,). 
The construction is now complete, and the function y sending the sequence 
Xl >*..> %n to y(z1 ,..., %n) = ?@vl ,..., zn)) is obviously a trivial Massey 
operation on P. In view of Proposition 1 we can find a minimal resolution X -- 
of the R-module R/!J.?I of the form 
where T is the tensor algebra generated by a free graded R-module N with 
rank N, = dim B,-,(F) for all p. 
Hence letting x( ) denote the PoincarC series of graded modules, i.e., the 
formal power series 
x( ) = f rank(( M ZP, 
p=0 
we have 
pi? = x(X) = xm . X(T). (3) 
We have x(F) = (1 - Z)-n; cf. [7]. 
Moreover 
X(T) = (1 - XUVY. (4) 
From the exact homology sequence associated to the exact sequence of 
complexes 
0 -+ Fj%RF -% F + F-+0, 
one obtains isomorphisms 
f&(F) = fL,WW for 431. 
It follows that 
x(N) = Z2x(F/%RF) = Z2(1 - Z)-“. (5) 
The desired formula for PR now follows from (3), (4), and (5). 1 
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Remark. It might be possible to use similar methods to compute PR for 
the following rings R: 
Let R be a regular ring of dimension n. Let ZJ~ ,..., v,, be a maximal 
R-sequence and let ui ,..., u, be elements in R such that vi = & rijuj . 
Put zi = det(rij), G! = (vi ,..., vu, , E), and R = l?/GY. 
A homological investigation of ideals of the type 67 has been carried out by 
Northcott [4]. 
3. A CHANGE OF RING THEOREM AND A RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN PR AND cDR 
THEOREM 2. Let R(M) be the extension of R by a Jinitely generated R- 
module M. Then 
PRcM) = PR . (1 - ZP,(M))-l. 
Proof. We will identify the residue field of R and that of R(M) and 
denote it by k. Let X be a minimal R-algebra resolution of k. Consider the 
R(M)-algebra X * = X OR R(M), furnished with the canonical augmentation 
map X* -+ k. We will show that X has a trivial Massey operation y. 
From the exact sequence of R-modules 
O+M+R(M)-+R-+O, 
which may be regarded as a sequence of R(M)-modules, we obtain the exact 
sequence of complexes over R(M) 
0+X&M-+X*+X-+0. 
We will identify X @JR M with its image in X*. Since X is acyclic, the 
exact homology sequence shows that the inclusion X @a M c+ X* induces 
an isomorphism of R(M)-modules H(X OR M) M &X*). Hence we can 
find a set S of homogeneous cycles in X OR M representing a minimal set 
of generators for 27(X*). S ince M2 = 0 we have (X @ M)2 = 0 in X*. 
It is now simple to construct a trivial Massey operation y on X*. Simply put 
y(z) = x for all z E S and for each sequence zi ,..., z, of elements in S, of 
length n > 2, put y(z, ,..., x,J = 0. 
Using Proposition 1 we can construct a minimal resolution of the R(M)- 
module k of the form X BRo,,) T, where T is the tensor algebra of a free 
graded R(M)-module N with 
rank N, = dim ii,l(X*) &cM) k for all p. 
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We have isomorphisms of degree zero: 
A(X*) gRtM) k w H(X OR M) BRtM) h m H(X OR M) w TorR(K, M) . 
Thus 
xcN) = ZpR(M)* 
Since x(T) = (1 - x(N))-l and PR = x(X*), we have 
PR(M) = x(x* @ T) = PR ’ (1 - zP#))-‘. 
LEMMA. Let R be a local ring of dimension zero. Let E be the injective 
envelope of the R-module R/DI. Then R(E) is a local Gorenstein ring of dimension 
zero. 
Proof. Since R(E) is finitely generated over R, it has dimension zero. 
The annihilator of E is zero; moreover the socle of E is generated by one 
element, say e, , since Hom,(R/%& E) m RR/VI. One easily shows that the 
socle of the ring R(E) is generated by the element (0, e,). It follows that R(E) 
is a Gorenstein ring; cf. Bass [l]. Note that E is finitely generated since 
dim R = 0. 1 
THEOREM 3. Let R denote a local ring of dimension zero. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) PR is rational for all R. 
(ii) P,(M) is rational for all R and all finitely generated modules M. 
(iii) QR is rational for all R and PR is rational for all Gorenstein rings R. 
(iv) PR/DR is rational for all R. 
Proof. Let M be a finitely generated R-module. The rationality of PR and 
PRcM) implies the rationality of P,(M), b ecause of the preceding theorem. 
Hence (i) implies (ii). In the following let E be the injective envelope of 
the R-module Rj’9JI. We have 
TorR(R/%X, E) M Ext,(R/m, R); 
hence GR = P,(E), showing that (ii) implies (iii). It follows from the preceding 
theorem that 
P R(E) = P, . (1 - z@&1. (1) 
Assume that (iii) is true. We will show that PR/@, is rational for an arbitrary R. 
By the lemma, R(E) is a Gorenstein ring. Hence PRcE) , as well as QR , is 
rational by the assumption. It follows from (1) that PR is rational. Hence, 
so is PR/CDR . 
481/22/z-3 
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From (1) we obtain 
Since R(E) is a Gorenstein ring, we have QRcE) = 1. It follows from (iv) 
that PRtE) is rational. Hence it follows from (iv) and (2) that PR is rational, 
showing that (iv) implies (i). 1 
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